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The thrilling conclusion to the romantic adventure series that TeenVogue.com calls, a "Da Vinci

Code-style thriller for teens."Power balances on a knife's edge. Destiny is uncertain. And love is the

most terrifying thing of all.Â The Circle of Twelve is not who Avery though they were. Neither is

Avery.Her mother is dead. Betrayal and attraction and history have tangled the strings that bind her,

Jack, and Stellan. And now, Avery and her friends must put aside their own problems and focus on

putting a stop to the most dangerous conspiracy of all . . .Â From London to Russia to Egypt, from

the chill of underground crypts to the flash of paparazzi cameras, Avery West will finally have to

confront whether her fate means salvation--or destruction.From the Hardcover edition.
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This series was such a wild ride and I'm sad to see it end! The Ends of the World had some

seriously mind blowing plot twists that had me on the edge of my seat, some really great character

development, and the writing was amazing as always. I won't get into to much detail as I don't want

to spoil anyone but this book was totally unexpected. In a good way of course;)Now while this was



still a good and worth the 5 starts I'm giving it, the book it wasn't %100 what I wanted it to be. Like I

said it was still good with all its plot twists and character development and great writing but I wasn't

totally satisfied with the way a couple things went down in this last addition. That could also just be

me because all of the reviews I've read so far are totally positive. This series is totally a 5 star read

because it really is an amazing story and Maggie Hall just has a way with writing. This series is

100% worth the read so if your still reading reviews for this series then definitely pick it up!

This is such an awesome trilogy! I love when beautiful covers don't let you down.Do you

love:-traveling-adventures-high stakes-swoony sexy romance-banterNo? What's wrong with

you.Yes? Then hello. Here's the trilogy for you.The ending won't disappoint, which is always a fear

with book series. THE ENDS OF THE WORLD completely nails it.

I loved this series from the first novel, "A Conspiracy of Us." I was amazed at was a talented writer

Maggie Hall was, with that book being her debut novel.Before this book, the final in the trilogy, came

out, I glimpsed the Kirkus Review that said, "A millennia-old global conspiracy comes to a climax

with all the overwrought personal drama this trilogy has promised." I thought, YES! Bring on the

personal drama! And Ms. Hall certainly did. I did not think it was overwrought, though, Kirkus

reviewer. It was really fun. The novel took me through a range of emotions. I set aside a whole day

just to read it, and I was not disappointed with how I spent my time.

I came across the first book of the trilogy, A Conspiracy of Us, while perusing for a new book to read

wnd downloaded a sample. Then I decided to take a chance and buy it. I'm so glad I did! A

whirlwind adventure full of mystery, intrigue, and yea, even a love story, this series is the perfect

summer read. It's fast-paced and keeps you hooked until the very end. I loved reading this book

from Avery's perspective and seeing how her character changed and grew as various events

happened and I especially loved Stellan and Jack. Love triangles can sometimes be cliche but this

one is done well and I appreciated how the love triangle isn't the main focus. It's definitely there and

prevalent throughout, but it flows well with the story. Overall, I highly highly recommend this trilogy.

The Ends of the World was one book I tried to make last because I didn't want to be done with the

series so quickly!

I came across this series by sheer luck while searching for a new story to get sucked into. After

reading The Conspiracy of Us, I knew this series would be one of my new favorites! I absolutely



adored all the characters and the storyline was new and intriguing to me! When I got finished with

the second book I came to love it even more....and then I had to wait for what seemed like forever

for this last installment. I was so nervous that things wouldn't end up the way I wanted, but this book

was literally everything I dreamed it would be! It was written beautifully, and I'm so happy that I got

to be apart of these characters lives for the course of these books! Bottom line is that this book was

so worth the read, and if you're looking for a story filled with mystery, romance, and conspiracies,

then this is the series for you!

A fitting end to a wonderful series. The romance was swoon worthy, the action actiony, and the

stakes higher than ever. It brought all of the pieces together and wove them into one heck of an

ending.If you haven't started the series, go start it and then come back to this one. It's worth it,

promise.

I loved these books! They were fun to read. So much travel and history all wrapped up in a romantic

mystery. A Bond style fun read! You won't be disappointed!I loved all the characters!

How is this series not a movie trilogy yet!? So amazing! Just when the last book throws you some

curves. This book knocks it out of the park. Holy hell. I don't smoke but I think I need to after this

books action. Avery has grown so much and I love it. I love her badassness (is that a word?) but still

trying to do what is right. Everyone must read this if you like action, mystery and a little Russian

Romance. Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ•Â»
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